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Terms
By accessing “Avalon Games” (hereinafter “we”, “us”, “our”, “avalon-games.com”, “ http://avalon
-games.com
”), you agree to be legally bound by the following terms. If you do not agree to be legally bound
by all of the following terms then please do not access and/or use “avalon-games.com”. We
may change these at any time and we’ll do our utmost in informing you, though it would be
prudent to review this regularly yourself as your continued usage of “avalon-games.com” after
changes mean you agree to be legally bound by these terms as they are updated and/or
amended.

The Forum is meant to be a friendly place where visitors can exchange ideas or ask questions.
Civility will be strictly enforced. No flaming or profanity will be tolerated. Failure to adhere to
these guidelines may result in you being banned from the Forums.

Furthermore, you agree not to post any abusive, obscene, vulgar, slanderous, hateful,
threatening, sexually-orientated or any other material that may violate any laws be it of your
country, the country where “avalon-games.com” is hosted or International Law. Doing so may
lead to you being immediately and permanently banned, with notification of your Internet
Service Provider if deemed required by us. The IP address of all posts are recorded to aid in
enforcing these conditions. You agree that “avalon-games.com” have the right to remove, edit,
move or close any topic at any time should we see fit. As a user you agree to any information
you have entered to being stored in a database. While this information will not be disclosed to
any third party without your consent, neither “avalon-games.com” nor phpBB shall be held
responsible for any hacking attempt that may lead to the data being compromised.

Copyright
Copyright to all assembled work and graphics on this website is produced by Jack Reynolds
and is owned by Avalon Games. Permission to use, copy or display any part of this website or
scripts and programming contained within, is strictly forbidden without written authorization from
Avalon Games. Rights to photos, source code, work-up files, and computer programs that are
used on the avalon-games.com website, specifically remain the property of Avalon Games.

Privacy Policy
All personal information sent to Avalon Games is held strictly confidential. No information is
shared outside of the Avalon Games company. We do not share any personal information to
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any third party entities.

Avalon Games uses software programs to monitor network traffic to identify unauthorized
attempts to upload or change information, or otherwise cause damage. This software receives
and records the Internet Protocol (IP) address of the computer that has contacted our web site,
the date and time of the visit and the pages visited. We make no attempt to link these
addresses with the identity of individuals visiting our site unless an attempt to damage the site
has been detected.
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